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Horizon Fitness Treadmill Adventure 3  
 

The Adventure 3 is particularly powerful.
This treadmill offers a total of 12 training
programs including two pulse-controlled
programs. The digital drive system is
equipped with a 2.5 hp continuous duty
motor.

 CHF 1'790.00  
      

      

The new Adventure Series combines robust quality with modern design and intuitive training versatility.
If you are looking for a compact treadmill with good cushioning properties for extensive walking and for
light to ambitious jogging units, you are well served with the Adventure series. A special highlight is the
novel workout tracking tool Viewfit, with which your training results now easily land in your already used
fitness apps. The sturdy frame and sufficiently large running surface give you a safe feeling during your
workout, and afterwards the hydraulically assisted folding mechanism plus transport wheels simplify
stowing. Current entertainment options make your endurance training particularly varied and motivating.

Features:

2,5HP continuous power motor with digital drive
Incline electronically adjustable 0-10%.
Speed electronically adjustable from 0.8-18km/h in 0.1km fine increments
1,6mm belt thickness
Damping system - Variable Response Cushioning
Running surface 140 x 51cm
Foldable
Training computer with 5.75 Yellow-Backlit LCD displaying calories burned, speed, distance,
time, heart rate, incline, program profile, laps
11 training programs (manual, speed interval, peak interval, distance target (1, 5, 10km), calorie
target (100, 300, 500kcal), user program
2 pulse controlled programs (incline)
Cooll down function
Preset options
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direct selection keys for speed and incline
Belt stop safety key
Transport wheels and height compensation
Controlled drop system
Energy saving mode
Built-in loudspeakers
Reading holder
Passport-Ready*
Viewfit compatible** - an exclusive form of workout tracking to connect your workout device with
your favorite fitness apps and your social network
suggested retail price CHF 2'049.--

*Passport Media Player with Virtual Active is an interactive workout program in which the athlete runs,
drives and hikes through real landscapes. Instead of staring at the walls while training, the user can now
experience the landscapes in a dynamic video - interactively and in HD quality. The training device
varies the resistance according to the gradient of the video landscape, the playback speed of the video
in turn adapts to the speed of the user and even ambient sounds can be perceived.

** Viewfit is available for models 3, 5 and 7 of the Adventure treadmills. It is an exclusive form of
workout tracking that can connect our training device to the user's favorite fitness apps and social
network. Viewfit simplifies fitness data collection. Workouts completed on the fitness device at home
now no longer need to be transferred separately to the fitness app being used, as the device takes care
of that itself. There are two ways to keep track of athletic activities and results, set new goals or
participate in competitions: the website www.viewfit.eu or the Viewfit app for iOS or Android.

Use: home use, payload: approx. 137kg
Unit dimensions: L182 x W89 x H138cm, folding dimensions: L114 x W89 x H155cm, weight 81kg
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter, hand pulse sensors, bottle holder
Options: POLAR transmitter belt T34
Warranty: 2 years complete warranty

Engine power: 2.5 HP / 1.84 kW continuous duty motor with PWM control (Digital Drive)
Speed: 0.8-18km/h in 0.1km/h steps
Tread: 140 x 51 cm
Gradient: 0-10% in 1% steps
Training computer: 5.75 LCD window
Displayed values: Time, distance, incline, speed, steps, calories, heart rate, program profile
Training programs: 13
Pulse-controlled programs: 2
User-defined programs: 1
Hand pulse sensors: Yes
Pulse receiver: 5khz
Multimedia: No
Foldable: Yes
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter (5khz), hand pulse sensors, bottle holder
Options: Transmitter belt, floor protection mat
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Folding dimensions (length / width / height): L 114 x W 89 x H 155 cm
Dimensions (length / width / height): L 182 x W 89 x H 138 cm
Device weight: 81 kg
Payload: approx. 137 kg
Insert: Home
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